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CLEANING
To extend the lifespan of your bell tent, regular cleaning is crucial. Avoid delaying the
cleaning when dirt appears, as it has a tendency to adhere to existing dirt and retain
moisture, possibly causing mold growth. This is especially important for cotton-based
tent fabrics. After cleaning, retreat the fabric with a waterproofing product. For the best
result, we recommend cleaning and re-treating the tent while it is still pitched.

Autentic has conducted extensive testing on various cleaning and waterproofing
products. Depending on the specific fabric of your tent, we recommend using the
mentioned products for both cleaning and waterproofing purposes:

Cleaning products for Wottex ™ Pro
Cleaning products for Wottex ™ and Wottex ™ FR
Cleaning products for 100% cotton tents
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It is imperative to ensure that your bell tent is thoroughly dried after cleaning and re-
treating it to prevent the growth of mold.

http://www.autentic.world/
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CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR WOTTEX ™ PRO
The Autentic Wottex™ Pro bell tents feature a fabric made of Acrylic material. To keep
your Wottex ™ Pro bell tent in optimal condition, we suggest using two Tex' Aktiv
products. First, utilize Tex Aktiv Cleaning to remove stains from the tent fabric. Second,
apply Tex Aktiv Guard, which will renew the fabric's water-repelling properties.

TEX' AKTIV CLEAN

Spray the product on a hidden spot
on your tent to test the product.
Once tested, apply the product to
the stained area and leave it there  
for 5 minutes. For old and stubborn
stains, gently rub in two directions
with a damp sponge to allow the
foam to penetrate the fabric
between the fibers.
Rinse the stain thoroughly with
water and repeat the procedure if
needed.
Ensure everything is thoroughly
dried before re-treating the stain
with Tex’ Aktiv Guard.
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Tip: For higher-located stains on the
tent, you can use a soft telescopic
brush that can be connected to a
garden hose simultaneously. 

TEX' AKTIV GUARD

After using Tex’ Aktiv Clean, ensure
the fabric is clean and dry before
applying Tex’ Aktiv Guard.
Spray the product evenly on the
fabric from a distance of about 15
cm, first horizontally and then
vertically.
Allow the product to dry naturally for
at least 3 hours before storing your
tent.
Repeat the process if required.
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Please note that the product’s full
effectiveness may take a few days to
activate. Repeat the process if required. 
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BUY TEX' AKTIV PRODUCTS VIA AUTENTIC

You can acquire both Tex' Aktiv Clean and Tex' Aktiv Guard directly through Autentic. For
further details, feel free to contact our team at info@autentic.world.

http://www.autentic.world/
mailto:info@autentic.world


CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR  WOTTEX ™ AND WOTTEX ™ FR
Both Wottex™ and Wottex™ FR are polycotton fabrics. To properly maintain and retreat
your cotton-based bell tent (Wottex™ and Wottex™ FR), we recommend employing a
combination of two 303 products. First, clean the tent fabric using the 303 Multisurface
Cleaning solution. Then, enhance its water repellency by applying the 303 Fabric Guard
product.
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303 MULTISURFACE CLEANER 303 FABRIC GUARD

Spray the product on a hidden spot
on your tent to test the product.
Once tested, apply the product to
the stained area until it's thoroughly
wet. 
Gently rub it with a medium-soft
brush or a damp cloth.
Wipe away the stain and any
leftover product using a damp
cloth, rinsing with clean water if
needed. Repeat the procedure if
necessary.
Ensure everything is thoroughly
dried before re-treating the stain.
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Tip: For higher-located stains on the
tent, you can use a soft telescopic
brush that can be connected to a
garden hose simultaneously. 

After using 303 Multisurface
Cleaner, ensure the fabric is clean
and dry before applying 303 Fabric
Guard.
Spray the product on a hidden spot
on your tent to test the product and
then wipe it with a cloth.
Spray the product on the cleaned
surface until the fabric becomes
evenly wet.
Allow the tent to thoroughly dry
before using it. The drying time
typically ranges from 12 to 24 hours.
Repeat the process if required. 
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BUY 303 PRODUCTS

Autentic does not distribute the 303 products, but these items are available for purchase
through a variety of online retailers.

http://www.autentic.world/


303 MULTISURFACE CLEANER ULTRAMAR
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CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR 100% COTTON TENTS
For the maintenance and retreatment of your 100% cotton bell tent, follow this two-step
approach. Firstly, use the 303 Multisurface Cleaner to effectively remove stains from the
tent material. Secondly, apply Ultramar, a transparent treatment product designed to
restore water-repellency.

Spray the product on a hidden spot
on your tent to test the product.
Once tested, apply the product to
the stained area until it's thoroughly
wet. 
Gently rub it with a medium-soft
brush or a damp cloth.
Wipe away the stain and any
leftover product using a damp
cloth, rinsing with clean water if
needed. Repeat the procedure if
necessary.
Ensure everything is thoroughly
dried before re-treating the stain.
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Tip: For higher-located stains on the
tent, you can use a soft telescopic
brush that can be connected to a
garden hose simultaneously. 

After using 303 Multisurface
Cleaner, ensure the fabric is clean
and dry before applying the
Ultramar product.
Apply generously the Ultramar
product and make sure to evenly
distribute it over the surface. Use a
plant sprayer, brush, or roller. 
Apply the product to the interior
side of the tent fabric as well.
Allow the product to dry naturally
before storing your tent.
Repeat the process if required. 
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BUY 303 MULTISURFACE & ULTRAMAR PRODUCTS

Autentic does not distribute these products, but these items are available for purchase
through a variety of online retailers.

http://www.autentic.world/


RESTRICTIONS
We strongly advise against using a high-pressure cleaner, any other product than the
ones stated above, or aggressive detergents as they can damage the tent’s fabric and
shorten its lifespan. Autentic can not be held responsible for damages and unsatisfying
results caused by cleaning or re-treating your glamping tent with other products or in a
different way than the ones advised by us.

STORAGE
Before storing your bell tent, it is essential to ensure that the tent and all tent parts are
thoroughly dried to prevent the growth of mold and mildew. These unwanted intruders
thrive in damp environments and can cause damage to the tent fabric. Take the time to
dry your tent, paying extra attention to the seams and corners where moisture tends to
linger. Once fully dry, store your bell tent in a cool, dry, and well-ventilated place, away
from direct sunlight and extreme temperatures, to maintain its longevity. 

Do you have questions or inquiries? Reach out to our team via info@autentic.world.
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